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Abstract
In this paper we study arbitrage theory of financial markets in the absence of
a numéraire both in discrete and continuous time. In our main results, we provide
a generalization of the classical equivalence between no unbounded profits with
bounded risk (NUPBR) and the existence of a supermartingale deflator. To obtain
the desired results, we introduce a new approach based on disintegration of the
underlying probability space into spaces where the market crashes at deterministic
times.
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1 Introduction
Overview. A nearly universal assumption in the arbitrage theory of financial markets
is the existence of a numéraire, i.e., the existence of a strictly positive traded asset. For
instance, this assumption underlies the celebrated fundamental theorems of Delbaen,
Schachermayer, Kabanov, and Kardaras [2, 5, 7]. In practice, however, it is not always
reasonable to make this assumption. Indeed, in the presence of credit or systemic risk, it
may well happen that all assets under consideration default in finite time. The purpose of
this work is to study arbitrage theory of financial markets in the absence of a numéraire.
Our main result is a generalization of the classical equivalence between no unbounded
profits with bounded risk (NUPBR) and existence of a supermartingale deflator [8]. This
generalization requires a strengthening of the notions of NUPBR and fork convexity. The
method is new and uses disintegration of the probability space into spaces where the
market crashes at deterministic times. This leads to the desired equivalence for markets
in discrete time and, under an independence assumption on the time of the market
crash, also for markets in continuous time. Without this independence assumption, the
equivalence holds subject to additional boundedness conditions on the market, which
can be rephrased equivalently as boundedness conditions on the deflator. It remains
open to what extent these additional conditions are really necessary.
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Previously, arbitrage theory for markets without numéraires has been studied only
in finite discrete time by Tehranchi [9]. However, a related preprint of Bàlint [1] on
continuous-time markets, based on research independent of ours, is scheduled to appear
at a similar time as this work.
Markets without numéraire. Arbitrage theory for markets without numéraires re-
quires several adaptations of classical definitions and arguments, as outlined next. First,
the notion of NUPBR is too weak. Recall that NUPBR is defined as boundedness in
probability of the payoffs at the terminal time T . When there is a numéraire, this
implies boundedness in probability of the payoffs at all intermediate times t < T , see
[8]. However, in the absence of a numéraire, the payoffs at intermediate times may be
unbounded in probability, as e.g. in Example 2.9, and this rules out the existence of a
strictly positive supermartingale deflator.
Second, the notion of fork convexity (also known as switching property) is too weak.
According to the classical definition, fork convexity allows an agent to switch from any
given asset to any other strictly positive asset. However, markets without numéraire
may not contain any strictly positive asset at all. In this case fork convexity is trivially
satisfied. The correct modification is to allow the agent to switch to a new asset con-
tingent on the new asset being positive at the given time and state of nature, as spelled
out in Definition 2.3.
Third, the following argument, which is crucial for the construction of a deflator in
[8, Theorem 2.3], breaks down: if the terminal payoff XT of an asset X is optimal within
the set of all terminal payoffs, then the payoff Xt is optimal within the set of all payoffs
at time t, for any intermediate time t < T . For example, this clearly does not hold on
markets where all the terminal payoffs vanish identically. Additionally, some arguments
in [8] concerning the regularization of generalized supermartingales break down because
they also rely on the existence of a numéraire.
The time where the market crashes. Methodologically, this work relies heavily on
an analysis of the first time τ where all assets in the market vanish or, more succinctly,
the time τ where the market crashes. Loosely speaking, one may partition the scenario
space Ω into disjoint subsets Ωt where τ is constant and equal to t. On each slice Ωt,
there exists a process which is strictly positive up to time t and therefore can serve as
a numéraire. Thus, one obtains under the classical conditions of [8] a supermartingale
deflator Zt on each space Ωt endowed with the conditional probability measure. These
local deflators Zt on Ωt can then be pasted into a global deflator Z on Ω.
This sketch can be turned rather directly into a rigorous proof if τ has countable
support; see Theorem 2.17. Otherwise, the conditional probabilities (provided they
exist) may be singular with respect to P, and consequently NUPBR on Ω does not entail
NUPBR on Ωt. To overcome these issues, we discretize time into a finite dyadic grid of
2n intervals and apply the above pasting method there. This produces a strictly positive
supermartingale deflator on the grid. Passing to the limit n → ∞ while preserving the
strict positivity is the most important and difficult part of the paper. This requires good
lower bounds on the deflators or, equivalently, good upper bounds on the assets.
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Structure of the paper. This paper is organized in the following ways: in Section 2
we introduce the setup, notations and the main results. In Section 3.1 we prove the
first main result in finite discrete time case. Note that Tehranchi [9] also proved a
similar result, but our approach is quite different and provides another perspective.
In Section 3.2 we consider the case of continuous time and find out an equivalence
condition for the existence of a supermartingale deflator satisfying all good properties
we mentioned above.
2 Setup and main results
We fix a finite time horizon T ∈ (0,∞) and a filtered probability space (Ω,F ,F,P).
Moreover we let I ⊆ [0, T ] be either I := {0, 1, . . . , T} for the discrete-time setting
or I := [0, T ] for the continuous-time setting. Throughout the paper, we will use the
following notation.
Notation 2.1.
• If not specified differently, every property of a random variable or a stochastic process
such as, e.g., strict positivity, càdlàg paths,... is understood to hold P–a.s..
• We mean by a stochastic process (Xt)t∈I simply a collection of F-measurable random
variables.
• For any measure Q on (Ω,F) we denote by L0(Q) the set of all (equivalence classes
of) random variables, which we endow with the metric which induces convergence in
Q-probability. Moreover, we denote by L0+(Q) ⊆ L0(Q) the set of nonnegative random
variables and by L0++(Q) ⊆ L0(Q) the set of strictly positive random variables X in the
sense that Q[X > 0] = 1.
• We call a set C ⊆ L0(Q) to be Q-bounded if it is bounded in probability with respect
to Q, namely
lim
M→∞
sup
X∈C
Q[X ≥M ] = 0.
• Following [11] we say that a set C ⊆ L0+(Q) is Q-convex compact if it is convex, closed,
and Q-bounded.
• Following [8], we say that a stochastic process (Xt)t∈[0,T ] defined on [0, T ] is Q-càdlàg
if the mapping [0, T ] ∋ t 7→ Xt ∈ L0(Q) is right-continuous and has left-limits.
Definition 2.2. In the discrete-time setting, we call a collection of nonnegative pro-
cesses, denoted by X , a wealth process set or market on {0, 1, . . . , T} if it satisfies the
following two conditions:
(i) Each X ∈ X satisfies X0 = 1,
(ii) for each X ∈ X we have that X vanishes on the stochastic interval [[τX , T ]], where
τX := inf{t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T} | Xt = 0} with the convention inf ∅ :=∞.
In the continuous-time setting, we call a collection of nonnegative processes X a wealth
process set or market on [0, T ] if it satisfies the following two conditions:
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(i) Each X ∈ X has càdlàg paths and satisfies X0 = 1,
(ii) for each X ∈ X we have that X vanishes on the stochastic interval [[τX , T ]], where
τX := inf{t ∈ [0, T ] | Xt = 0 or Xt− = 0} with the convention inf ∅ := ∞ for all
X ∈ X .
Furthermore, a wealth process set X is called F-adapted if each X ∈ X is an F-adapted
process.
In the spirit of [10, 8], we introduce a notion of generalized fork convexity for wealth
process sets.
Definition 2.3. We say that a wealth process set X defined on I satisfies the generalized
fork convexity if the following two conditions hold:
(i) X is convex, i.e., λX1 + (1− λ)X2 ∈ X for any λ ∈ [0, 1], X1,X2 in X ,
(ii) for any X1,X2,X3 in X , s ∈ I, and A ∈ Fs, the process defined by
Xt := X
1
t 1{t<s} +
[
1A
((X2t
X2s
X1s
)
1{X2s>0} +X
1
t 1{X2s=0}
)
+ 1Ac
((X3t
X3s
X1s
)
1{X3s>0} +X
1
t 1{X3s=0}
)]
1{t≥s}, t ∈ I,
(2.1)
belongs to X .
In words, the generalized fork convexity means that the agent on this market will
switch to another portfolio at time t only when the wealth process associated to the
new portfolio has a positive value at this instant, otherwise she will keep her original
position.
Definition 2.4. We call an element Xnum ∈ X a numéraire for the market X if Xnumt
is strictly positive for all time t.
Our goal of this paper is to analyze markets which do not necessarily contain a
numéraire, both in the case where the market X is F-adapted or not.
Remark 2.5. We point out that our notion of fork convexity is slightly more general
than the usual one introduced by Žitković [10] which is also used in Karadaras [8], even
if the market X possess a numéraire. More precisely, in the notion of Žitković [10],
the switched portfolios X2 and X3 in (2.1) have to be strictly positive. Since in our
work, we analyze markets which may not contain a numéraire, we believe that our slight
generalization of fork convexity is the natural extension in that setting. To justify our
notion, we observe that in the presence of a numéraire, the property for a market to
satisfy NUPBR, meaning that the final value set CT := {XT : X ∈ X} is P-bounded,
does not depend on the choice of the definition of the fork convexity (between the one
of Žitković [10] and ours). More precisely, we have in Lemma 2.6 the following result,
whose proof we provide in the appendix:
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Lemma 2.6. Let X be a market which is F-adapted and contains a numéraire and
assume that it is fork convex in the sense of Žitković [10]. Then the market X satisfies
the NUPBR condition if and only if its fork convex hull taken with respect to our notion
(see Definition 2.3) satisfies the NUPBR condition.
In the spirit of [8], we introduce the notion of a (generalized) supermartingale defla-
tor.
Definition 2.7. We call a nonnegative stochastic process (Zt)t∈I a generalized super-
martingale deflator on I for X if Z0 ≤ 1 and ZX is a generalized supermartingale for
all X ∈ X in the sense that for all s ≤ t
EP
[
XtZt
XsZs
∣∣∣Fs] ≤ 1. (2.2)
Moreover, when the market is F-adapted, we call (Zt)t∈I a supermartingale deflator if
(Zt)t∈I is additionally F-adapted.
Remark 2.8. In the above equation (2.2) we apply the convention that 0/0 := 0.
Thanks to the property (ii) of a wealth process set, we have {Xs = 0} ⊆ {Xt = 0} for
s ≤ t, which ensures that the formulation (2.2) is well–defined. To rule out trivialities,
we are interested in the existence of strictly positive (generalized) supermartingales.
In a market X which is fork convex (in the sense of [10]) and possesses a numéraire,
Kardaras has proven in [8, Theorem 2.3] the equivalence between X satisfying the
NUPBR condition and the existence of a strictly positive, P-càdlàg generalized super-
martingale deflator. It is natural to ask the question if this equivalence also holds true
for a market X satisfying the (generalized) fork convexity property, but which does not
possess a numéraire. It turns out that this equivalence fails when a numéraire is absent,
as shown in the following example.
Example 2.9. The following market satisfies NUPBR but does not admit any strictly
positive generalized supermartingale deflator. In a continuous-time setting, let T = 1
and define for each n the deterministic process Xn which is linear between 1 and n on
the time interval [0, 12 ] and linear between n and 0 on the time interval [
1
2 , 1]. Let X be
the fork convex hull of all Xn. This market satisfies NUPBR because the T–value set
CT = {0} is P-bounded. However, the t–value set Ct for t ∈ (0, 1) contains all constants
n ∈ N and hence is not P-bounded. This contradicts the existence of a strictly positive
generalized supermartingale deflator, which would enforce the P-boundedness of Ct for
all t.
Remark 2.10. As pointed out in [8], note that when considering a market possessing
a numéraire which satisfies the fork convexity, the P-boundedness of the final value set
CT := {XT : X ∈ X} is equivalent to the P-boundedness of all the intermediate value
set Ct := {Xt : X ∈ X} for all t. This equivalence may fail when there is no numéraire,
as shown in the above Example 2.9.
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The above discussions suggest to ask whether the existence of a strictly positive gener-
alized supermartingale deflator is equivalent to the P-boundedness of Ct := {Xt : X ∈ X}
for all t. The latter property is the content of the following definition.
Definition 2.11. A market X satisfies the NUPBRt condition at time t if the interme-
diate value set Ct := {Xt : X ∈ X} is P-bounded. In particular, the NUPBRT condition
for the final time T coincides with the classical NUPBR condition.
It turns out that in the discrete-time setting (see Theorem 2.13) as well as under
some additional structure on the market (see Theorem 2.17 and Theorem 2.23) the
equivalence indeed holds. Moreover, in the general setting for the continuous-time case,
we provide in our main Theorem 2.20 a stronger condition than the P-boundedness of
all Ct := {Xt : X ∈ X} and show that this condition is indeed equivalent to the existence
of a strictly positive, (generalized) supermartingale deflator.
Remark 2.12. At first glance, one could guess that the P-boundedness of all Ct :=
{Xt : X ∈ X} should always ensure the existence of a strictly positive generalized super-
martingale deflator for the following reason. The P-boundedness of all Ct ensures that
each Ct is convexly compact, which in turn by [6, Theorem 1.1] ensures the existence
of a maximal element f̂t with respect to the preference relation  defined by f  g if
and only if EP[f/g] ≤ 1 with the convention 0/0 = 0. However, note that compared to
the classical case where a market contains a numéraire, see [8, Theorem 3.2], one cannot
guarantee that the process (f̂t) is strictly positive and hence the process (1/f̂t) may not
form a strictly positive generalized supermartingale deflator.
Instead, we will see later that for markets which do not possess a numéraire, the
existence of a strictly positive generalized supermartingale deflator depends crucially on
the behaviour of the process (f̂t)t∈I hitting zero. More precisely, we define the debut of
(f̂t)t∈I at the origin:
τ = inf
{
t ∈ I : f̂t = 0
}
,
with the convention inf ∅ :=∞. In view of the property that EP[f/f̂t] ≤ 1 for all f ∈ Ct,
we indeed have that {f̂t = 0} ⊆ {Xt = 0} for all X ∈ X , which in turn implies that after
time τ , the whole market becomes extinct, or in other words, the market X only survives
on [0, τ). Assume for the moment that τ is measurable (we refer to Subsection 2.2 for
the precise conditions) and denote by L(τ) the distribution of τ on [0, T ] ∪ {∞}. One
of the crucial observations in this paper is that the support L(τ) determines conditions
for the existence of a strictly positive generalized supermartingale deflator; we refer to
Theorem 2.17, Theorem 2.20, and Theorem 2.23.
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2.1 Main results in discrete-time
Theorem 2.13. Let X be a market satisfying the generalized fork convexity property.
Then the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) NUPBRt holds for every t, i.e., the set Ct := {Xt : X ∈ X} is bounded in probability
for every t.
(ii) There exists a strictly positive generalized supermartingale deflator.
If we assume in addition that the market is F-adapted, then the following two statements
are equivalent.
(i) NUPBRt holds for every t.
(ii) There exists a strictly positive supermartingale deflator.
The proof of Theorem 2.13 is provided in Subsection 3.1.
2.2 Main results in continuous-time
In this subsection, we provide our main results in the continuous-time setting. Let us
first introduce the notion of a generalized numéraire.
Definition 2.14. A processX ∈ X is called a generalized numéraire if for every t ∈ [0, T ]
and X ∈ X , one has P[{Xt > 0} ∩ {X t = 0}] = 0.
We point out that we do not require in the definition of a generalized numéraire that
X is strictly positive. However, if a market possess a numéraire, then the notions of
generalized numéraire and (classical) numéraire coincide.
In addition, we impose the following standing condition on the filtration.
Assumption 2.15. The filtered probability space (Ω,F ,F,P) satisfies the usual condi-
tions, meaning that F is P-complete, each Ft is P-F-complete and F is right-continuous.
This standard assumption guarantees the existence of càdlàg versions of supermartin-
gales; see [4, Theorem VI.4, p.69]. Moreover, in the presence of a generalized numéraire
(X t), which by definition satisfies {X t = 0} ⊆ {Xt = 0} P–a.s. for all X ∈ X , this
assumption guarantees that the following debut τ is F-measurable, see e.g. [3, Theo-
rem III.44, p.64], since F by assumption is P-complete:
τ := inf{t ∈ [0, T ] : Xt = 0}, (2.3)
using the convention inf ∅ := ∞. This allows us to consider the distribution L(τ) of τ
on [0, T ]∪{∞} whose support turns out to determine the conditions for the existence of
a strictly positive generalized supermartingale deflator; see also Remark 2.12. To that
end we mostly assume in the continuous-time setting that such a generalized numéraire
exists.
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Assumption 2.16. The market X contains a generalized numéraire X ∈ X .
We first start with the result stating that as long as L(τ) is discrete, we obtain the de-
sired equivalence between the existence of a strictly positive generalized supermartingale
deflator and NUPBRt for all t, like in the discrete-time setting.
Theorem 2.17. Let the underlying probability space (Ω,F ,F,P) satisfy the usual condi-
tions, let X be a market satisfying the generalized fork convexity, assume that X possesses
a generalized numéraire X, and let τ denote its debut at zero as in (2.3). If the support
of L(τ) only consists of atoms, then the two following statements are equivalent.
(i) NUPBRt holds for every t, i.e., the set Ct := {Xt : X ∈ X} is bounded in probability
for every t.
(ii) There exists a strictly positive, P-càdlàg generalized supermartingale deflator.
If we assume in addition that the market is F adapted, then the following two statements
are equivalent:
(i) NUPBRt holds for every t.
(ii) There exists a strictly positive, càdlàg supermartingale deflator.
Remark 2.18. Note that if X contains a numéraire, then L(τ) = δ{∞}, i.e., the distri-
bution of τ is the Dirac measure at ∞. In this case, the above Theorem 2.17 coincides
with the classical result of Kardaras in [8, Theorem 2.3] but with respect to the fork
convexity defined as in Definition 2.3, see also Lemma 2.6 and Remark 2.10.
The proof of Theorem 2.17 is similar to the one for Theorem 2.13 in the discrete-
time case. Roughly speaking, the idea is to construct for each t in the support of L(τ) a
strictly positive “local supermartingale deflator” under each P[ · | τ = t] in order to paste
them into a global one. As we will see later, the difficulty of providing a characterization
for the existence of a strictly positive generalized supermartingale deflator arises when
the support of L(τ) contains an uncountable subset J ⊆ [0, T ]. At first glance, one would
like to follow the same approach as for the case where the support of L(τ) only consists of
atoms. More precisely, assume that regular conditional probabilities P[ · | τ = t] for t ∈ J
exist and one could construct for each t ∈ J a strictly positive “local supermartingale
deflator” under each P[ · | τ = t], in order to paste them into a global one. However, since
J is uncountable, not all of these conditional probabilities are absolutely continuous
with respect to P. Therefore, the condition that NUPBRs holds for each s may fail with
respect to some P[ · | τ = t], even if we impose it to hold with respect to P, and as a
consequence one cannot construct strictly positive “local supermartingale deflators” for
those conditional probabilities.
To overcome this technical difficulty we introduce a stronger condition than that
NUPBRt for each t. This stronger condition roughly speaking requires Ct to be bounded
uniformly with respect to all conditional P[ · | τ ∈ (r, u] ∩ J ] for any r, u on a countable
dense set. This condition effectively allows one to transfer the discrete-time argument
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to the general continuous-time setting and allows us to formulate in the following The-
orem 2.20 a characterization of the existence of a strictly positive generalized super-
martingale deflator. To this end, we introduce the following notation, where we recall
our standing assumption in the continuous-time setting that the market X possesses a
generalized numéraire X , whose debut at zero is denoted by τ as in (2.3).
Notation 2.19. Let the market X possess a generalized numéraire X with debut τ and
corresponding distribution L(τ). Then, from now on, we will use the following notation:
• A denotes the collection of all atoms in the support of L(τ);
• J := supp(L(τ)) \ A;
• for each r < u ∈ [0, T ] denote by Qr,u : F → [0, 1] the map
Qr,u[ · ] :=
{
P
[ · ∣∣ τ ∈ (r, u] ∩ J ] if P[τ ∈ (r, u] ∩ J ] > 0,
0 else.
Theorem 2.20. Using Notation 2.19, let the underlying probability space (Ω,F ,F,P)
satisfy the usual conditions, let X be an F-adapted market satisfying the generalized fork
convexity, and assume that X possesses a generalized numéraire, allowing for J 6= ∅.
Then the following statements (i) and (ii) are equivalent:
(i) The following two properties hold:
(a) NUPBRt holds for every t ∈ [0, T ].
(b) There exists a countable dense subset D ⊆ [0, T ] containing 0 and T such that
for every t in D
lim sup
M→∞
sup
r,u∈D,u>r≥t
sup
Xt∈Ct
Qr,u
[
Xt ≥M
]
= 0. (2.4)
(ii) The following two properties hold:
(a) There exists a strictly positive càdlàg supermartingale deflator (Zs)s∈[0,T ] for
X .
(b) There exist a countable dense subset D ⊆ [0, T ] containing {0, T} and a
strictly positive process (Z∞t )t∈D with Z∞0 ≤ 1 such that
• for all s < t in D and for all X ∈ X ,
EP
[
XtZ∞t
XsZ∞s
]
≤ 1,
• for all s < t in D and all Qr,u with t ≤ r < u ∈ D,
EQr,u
[
XtZ∞t
XsZ∞s
]
≤ 1,
• for all t ∈ D,
lim sup
M→∞
sup
r,u∈D,u>r≥t
Qr,u
[
1
Z∞t
≥M
]
= 0. (2.5)
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Remark 2.21. The property J 6= ∅ can only happen if the market does not possess a
numéraire, since under presence of a numéraire supp(L(τ)) = {∞}.
Remark 2.22. In the discrete case, we will see from the proof of Theorem 2.13 that the
strictly positive generalized supermartingale deflator is not only defined with respect to
P but also all the conditional measures, see Remark 3.9. In the continuous-time case the
properties on (Z∞t )t∈D can be roughly seen as the analogue.
As discussed above in Remark 2.12, the key property we need of τ defined in (2.3)
is that there exists a generalized numéraire which is strictly positive on [[0, τ)), whereas
the market dies out on [[τ, T ]]. It turns out that if we can find a random time τ˜ which
possesses exactly this property and is independent of F, then we obtain the equivalence
between the existence of a strictly positive, càdlàg supermartingale deflator and the
property NUPBRt for all t.
Theorem 2.23. Let the underlying probability space (Ω,F ,F,P) satisfy the usual condi-
tions, let X be an F-adapted market satisfying the generalized fork convexity, and suppose
that there exists an F–measurable random time τ˜ : Ω→ [0, T ] ∪ {∞} which satisfies the
following three properties:
• The random time τ˜ is independent of FT (and consequently also of F).
• For each s < t such that P[ · ∣∣ τ˜ ∈ (s, t]] > 0, the market X under P[ · ∣∣ τ˜ ∈ (s, t]]
contains a numéraire until time s and all elements in X vanish after time t.
Then the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) NUPBRt holds for every t.
(ii) There exists a strictly positive, càdlàg supermartingale deflator.
Remark 2.24. The condition that τ˜ is independent of F has the intuitive interpretation
that no agent on the market has information about the time when the market crashes.
Such a scenario might occur in a situation where τ˜ models the appearance of an extreme
event like a natural disaster.
Remark 2.25. Instead of the requirement in Theorem 2.23 that τ˜ is independent of
FT , a careful look at its proof shows that we could have also assumed the slightly weaker
condition that for each s < t the event {τ˜ ∈ (s, t]} is independent of Fs. This means
that at each time s, all the information given on the market modelled by Fs does not
provide any information when the market will crash in the future.
3 Proof of the main results
We first provide auxiliary results which will be used frequently in the proof of our main
results. The following lemma is well known, but we provide its proof for the sake of
completeness.
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Lemma 3.1. Let P be any probability measure on a measurable space, let C be any subset
in L0+(P) which is bounded in P–probability and let Q ≪ P. Then the following holds
true.
(i) The P–closure clP(C) of C is bounded in L0+(P).
(ii) The P–closure of the solid hull sol(C) of C is bounded in L0+(P), where the solid
hull sol(C) is defined by sol(C) := {g ∈ L0+(P) : g ≤ f P–a.s. for some f ∈ C}.
(iii) The set C is bounded in Q–probability.
Proof. (i) Let f ∈ clQ(C) and let fn, n ∈ N, be a sequence in C such that fn converges to
f in Q–probability. By passing to a subsequence, we can also assume that the sequence
convergences Q–a.s. For a given ε > 0, since C is bounded in L0+(Q), there is an M > 0
such that Q[fn > M ] ≤ ε holds for all n, which in turn implies by Fatou’s lemma
that Q[f > M ] ≤ lim infn→∞Q[fn > M ] ≤ ε. Consequently, we conclude the Q–
boundedness of clQ(C).
(ii) If C is bounded in L0+(Q), then by definition its solid hull sol(C) is also bounded in
L0+(Q), and so by (i) is then its Q-closure.
(iii). Let Z ∈ L1(P) denote the Radon-Nikodym derivative of Q with respect to P. Then
we have for any N,M > 0 and X ∈ C that
Q[X ≥M ] = EP[Z 1{X≥M}]
= EP[Z 1{X≥M} 1{Z>N}] + EP[Z 1{X≥M} 1{Z≤N}]
≤ EP[Z 1{Z>N}] +NP[X ≥M ].
Therefore, using that by assumption C is bounded in P–probability, we see that for all
N > 0
lim
M→∞
sup
X∈C
Q[X ≥M ] ≤ EP[Z 1{Z>N}].
Letting now N tend to infinity implies (iii), as Z ∈ L1(P).
A crucial tool for the proof of our main results is the notion of static deflators
introduced by Kardaras [6].
Lemma 3.2. Let C ⊆ L0+ be convexly compact. Let  be a binary relation on C such
that f  g if and only if E[f/g] ≤ 1 with the convention 0/0 = 0. Then there exists
a unique maximal element f̂ ∈ C with respect to this relation . In particular, it holds
that {f̂ = 0} ⊆ {f = 0} P–a.s. for all f ∈ C.
Proof. See the proof of [6, Theorem 1.1].
Note that the above lemma does not ensure that f̂ is strictly positive. However this
follows from the stronger assumption C ∩ L0++ 6= ∅, as stated next.
Lemma 3.3. (Theorem 3.2 in [8]) Let C ⊆ L0+ be convexly compact such that C∩L0++ 6=
∅. Then there exists a unique f̂ ∈ C ∩ L0++ such that E[f/f̂ ] ≤ 1 holds for all f ∈ C,
which is then called the static deflator.
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The next proposition shows that the main result in Kardaras [8, Theorem 2.3] remains
valid also when a fork-convex wealth process set X does not contain a strictly positive
process, but the closure clP(CT ) of the final value set CT contains a strictly positive
random variable.
Proposition 3.4. Let X be a fork convex wealth process set such that clP(CT ) contains
a strictly positive random variable. Then the main result in Kardaras [8, Theorem 2.3]
remains valid, i.e., NUPBR is equivalent to the existence of a strictly positive, càdlàg
generalized supermartingale deflator.
Proof. A careful inspection shows that the proof of [8, Theorem 2.3] remains valid also
in this slightly more general case, provided we can show that clP(CT ) ∩ L0++(P) 6= ∅
ensures that clP(Ct) ∩ L0++(P) 6= ∅ for all t < T . This is shown in the remaining part.
Suppose that gT ∈ clP(CT ) is strictly positive and let ξn, n ∈ N, be a sequence in X
such that ξnT converges to gT in probability. By passing to a subsequence we can even
require the convergence to hold P–almost surely. Since P[gT > 0] = 1, for each ε > 0
there is an η > 0 such that P[gT > ε] ≥ 1−η and η converges to 0 if ε→ 0. Moreover, by
Egorov’s theorem, there exists a set ΓT ∈ F with P[ΓT ] ≥ 1− η such that ξnT converges
to gT uniformly on ΓT . Hence it holds that P[ΓT ∩ {gT > ε}] ≥ 1− 2η and there exists
an N such that for all n ≥ N , ξnT > ε2 > 0 on ΓT ∩{gT > ε}. Furthermore, thanks to the
property (ii) of the wealth process set, we have ξnt > 0 on ΓT ∩ {gT > ε} for all n ≥ N .
Now let f̂t ∈ clP(Ct) be the maximal element in the sense of Lemma 3.2. Then, we have
P[f̂t > 0] ≥ P[ξnt > 0] ≥ P[ΓT ∩ {gT > ε}] ≥ 1− 2η.
Since ε (and hence η) can be chosen arbitrarily small, we conclude that P[f̂t > 0] = 1.
Remark 3.5. Using Lemma 3.1, we see that Proposition 3.4 remains valid when replac-
ing P by any Q≪ P.
The following lemma will be crucial to construct supermartingale deflators (i.e., F-
adapted ones).
Lemma 3.6. Let Q and P be two probabilities such that Q≪ P on F . Let C be any P-
bounded subset in L0(Ω,G,P) for some sub σ–field G ⊆ F . Then any Q–random variable
g ∈ clQ(C) admits a G–measurable Q-version g′.
Proof. Since g is in the closure of C inside L0(Q), there exists a sequence (gn)n∈N ⊆ C ⊆
L0(Q) such that g = limn→∞ gn Q–a.s. In addition, as Q ≪ P and C is bounded in
P–probability, it is also bounded in L0(Q) and consequently g is finite Q–a.s.
Without loss of generality we can assume that each gn is a P–random variable in C (i.e.,
we pick a representative of gn such that its equivalence class modulo P–null sets belongs
to C ⊆ L0(P)); in particular, every gn is G–measurable. Then, consider the set
A :=
{
ω ∈ Ω : gn(ω), n ∈ N, is a Cauchy sequence in R
}
,
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which is G–measurable. Since gn converges to a R–valued random variable g Q–a.s., we
have Q[A] = 1. Now we define
g′ := lim sup
n→∞
gn1A = lim
n→∞ gn1A.
Clearly, we have the G–measurability of g′ and Q[g = g′] = 1. Hence, the equivalence
class of g′ modulo Q–null set in L0(Q) is equal to g. This completes the proof.
Remark 3.7. Note that from its proof, we see that one can choose g′ in Lemma 3.6 to
be in the P-closure of the solid hull of C.
Remark 3.8. At first glance, Lemma 3.6 looks a bit dubious, especially when impos-
ing that F is P-complete. However, note that in the construction of supermartingale
deflators, we will have to deal with measures Q ≪ P and of course Q-nullsets do not
necessarily need to be P-nullsets.
3.1 Proof of the main results in discrete-time
In this subsection we provide the proof of our main result Theorem 2.13 in the discrete-
time setting. We first note that the most important tool in its proof is the concept of
static deflators, see Lemma 3.2. To visualize its importance, suppose that the NUPBRt
condition holds for each t. Then the P–closure clP(Ct) of Ct is convexly compact and
we can pick for every t a maximal element f̂t ∈ clP(Ct). For this finite sequence fˆt,
t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T}, we define τ as its first hitting time of 0, namely
τ := inf
{
t ∈ {0, 1, , . . . T} : fˆt = 0
}
, (3.1)
with the convention inf ∅ = ∞. Observe that τ is F-measurable and for each t one has
that
{τ =∞} = {f̂s > 0,∀s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T}},
{τ = t} = {f̂s > 0,∀s < t, s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T}} ∩ {f̂t = 0}.
It follows immediately that for all t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T} ∪ {∞},
∀s < t, s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T}, P[f̂s > 0 ∣∣ τ = t] = 1. (3.2)
Moreover, in view of Lemma 3.2, we have P[Xt = 0 | τ = t] = 1 for all X ∈ X . As a
consequence of the “non–rebounce” property (ii) of a wealth process set, one then has
for each t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T} that
∀r ≥ t, r ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T},∀X ∈ X , P[Xr = 0 | τ = t] = 1. (3.3)
We will heavily take use of these properties of τ in the following proof of Theorem 2.13.
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Proof of Theorem 2.13. We start with the well-known direction (ii) ⇒ (i), whose short
proof we provide for the sake of completeness. Suppose that (ii) holds, i.e., there exists
a strictly positive generalized supermartingale deflator Z for X . Then as Z0 ≤ 1 by
definition and since X0 = 1 for all X ∈ X , we see that (2.2) ensures that
EP[XtZt] ≤ 1. (3.4)
Therefore, Markov’s inequality implies the P-boundedness of the set {XtZt : Xt ∈ Ct},
which means that for any ε > 0, there exists an M > 0 such that for all Xt ∈ Ct, it holds
that P[XtZt ≥M ] ≤ ε. In addition, note that
P[Xt ≥M2] = P
[
Xt ≥M2;Zt ≥ 1M
]
+ P
[
Xt ≥M2;Zt < 1M
]
≤ P[XtZt ≥M]+ P[Zt < 1M ].
Applying Markov’s inequality again together with (3.4) and the strict positivity of Zt
hence assures that we can pick M large enough such that both P[XtZt ≥ M ] ≤ ε
and P[Zt ≤ 1M ] ≤ ε are satisfied. This in turn shows the P-boundedness of the set
Ct := {Xt : X ∈ X} as desired.
Now, let us prove the implication (i) ⇒ (ii) and hence assume that NUPBRt holds
for each t. Then every clP(Ct) is convexly compact, which by Lemma 3.2 allows us to
choose a sequence of maximal elements f̂t ∈ clP(Ct), t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T}, and can define
the stopping time τ as in (3.1). Without loss of generality, we may assume that all
{τ = t}, t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T}, have positive P-measure (otherwise, we consider the subset
{t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T} ∪ {∞} : P[τ = t] > 0}), and we introduce the notion Qt[ · ] to denote
the conditional probability P[ · | τ = t] for t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T} ∪ {∞}. We divide the proof
of the implication (ii) ⇒ (i) into several steps.
Step 1 : (local supermartingale deflators). In this step we will show that for every
t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T} ∪ {∞} there is a strictly positive generalized supermartingale deflator
(Y ts )s∈{0,1,...,T} with respect to the conditional probability Qt. First, let t = ∞. Since
Q∞ ≪ P, the NUPBRt condition also holds with respect to Q∞. In particular, by
Lemma 3.1 the set clQ∞(Cs) is convexly compact as a subset in L0+(Q∞) for each s.
Moreover, in view of (3.2), for every s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T} there is an f̂s ∈ clP(Cs) ⊆ clQ∞(Cs)
such that Q∞(f̂s > 0) = 1. In other words, under the conditional measure Q∞, the fork
convex market X contains a numéraire and therefore, by the classical result proved by
Kardaras in [8, Theorem 2.3] together with Proposition 3.4 and Remark 3.5, there exists
a generalized supermartingale deflator Y∞ with the following properties: Y∞ is strictly
positive with respect to Q∞, Y∞0 ≤ 1, and for all X ∈ X , s < r ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T},
EQ∞
[
XrY∞r
XsY∞s
∣∣∣Fs] ≤ 1. (3.5)
Next we consider t = T . Again, from (3.2) we can conclude that strictly before time T
the market X satisfies the NUPBRt condition for all t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T −1} and contains a
numéraire with respect to the conditional measure QT . Therefore, there exists a strictly
positive generalized supermartingale deflator (Y Ts )s∈{0,1,...,T−1} defined on {0, 1, . . . , T −
1}. Furthermore, in view of (3.3), we have QT [XT = 0] = 1 for all X ∈ X , which implies
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that EQT
[
XT
XsY Ts
∣∣Fs] = 0 ≤ 1 for all s < T . Hence, we can extend (Y Ts )s∈{0,1,...,T−1}
from {0, 1, . . . , T − 1} to {0, 1, . . . , T} by setting Y TT := 1, and the resulting process
(Y Ts )s∈{0,1,...,T} is a strictly positive generalized supermartingale deflator for X with
respect to QT . We continue backwards for all t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T} with this procedure.
Then for every t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T} we get a strictly positive generalized supermartingale
deflator (Y ts )s∈{0,1,...,T} with respect to Qt such that for all s ≥ t, Y ts = 1 whereas for all
s < t, Y ts is constructed as in the classical case by Kardaras [8, Theorem 2.3], but under
the measure Qt. In particular, for s < t, we know from [8, Theorem 2.3] that Y ts can be
obtained by the relation that
1
Y ts
∈ clQt(Cs) is the static deflator (cf. Lemma 3.3) in clQt(Cs) w.r.t. Qt. (3.6)
Of course, the supermartingale deflator property indeed gives us for any s < r and
X ∈ X that
EQt
[
XrY tr
XsY ts
∣∣∣Fs] ≤ 1. (3.7)
Step 2 : (Pasting local deflators to a global one). In this step, we glue all (Y ts )s∈{0,1,...,T},
t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T} ∪ {∞}, together to obtain a strictly positive generalized supermartin-
gale deflator for X under P. More precisely, we define the process (Zs)s∈{0,1,...,T} by
setting for each s
Zs :=
∑
t∈{0,1,...,T}∪{∞}
Y ts 1{τ=t}, s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T}. (3.8)
Then, for all s < r ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T}, X ∈ X , and As ∈ Fs, by (3.5), (3.7), (3.8), and the
definition of Qt[ · ] := P[ · | τ = t], we deduce that
EP
[
XrZr
XsZs
1As
]
=
∑
t∈{0,1,...,T}∪{∞}
EQt
[
XrZr
XsZs
1As
]
P[τ = t]
=
∑
t∈{0,1,...,T}∪{∞}
EQt
[
XrY tr
XsY ts
1As
]
P[τ = t]
≤
∑
t∈{0,1,...,T}∪{∞}
Qt[As]P[τ = t]
= P[As],
which implies that EP
[XrZkr
XsZks
| Fs
] ≤ 1. Furthermore, since by construction each Y t is
strictly positive under Qt for all t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T} ∪ {∞}, using a similar argument as
above we can see that for all s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T},
P[Zs > 0] =
∑
t∈{0,1,...,T}∪{∞}
Qt[Zs > 0]P[τ = t]
=
∑
t∈{0,1,...,T}∪{∞}
Qt[Y
t
s > 0]P[τ = t]
=
∑
t∈{0,1,...,T}∪{∞}
P[τ = t] = 1.
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Hence, we conclude that the process (Zs)s∈{0,1,...,T} defined in (3.8) is indeed a strictly
positive generalized supermartingale deflator for X under P. This finishes the proof for
the non F-adapted case.
Step 3: (Supermartingale deflator (i.e., F-adapted one) for F-adapted market). It re-
mains to show that one can construct a supermartingale deflator (i.e., an F-adapted one)
if the market is F-adapted. Using the notations introduced before, we know from (3.6)
that for any t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T} there exists a strictly positive generalized supermartingale
deflator (Y ts )s∈{0,1,...,T} with respect to the conditional measure Qt which satisfies for all
s < t that 1Y ts ∈ clQt(Cs), whereas Y
t
s = 1 for all s ≥ t. Now, for any s < t, since the
market is F-adapted, we can apply Lemma 3.6 with Q := Qt and g := 1Y ts to find an
Fs–measurable Qt-version of 1Y ts , which we still denote
1
Y ts
for the ease of notation. From
this construction, we obtain an F–adapted strictly positive generalized supermartingale
deflator with respect to Qt which we again denote by (Y ts )s∈{0,1,...,T} for the ease of no-
tation. Consequently, the generalized supermartingale property (3.7) can be rewritten
as the standard supermartingale property, namely for all X ∈ X and r ≥ s
EQt
[
XrY
t
r
∣∣Fs] ≤ XsY ts ,
or, equivalently, for all As ∈ Fs,
EQt
[
XrY
t
r 1As
] ≤ EQt[XsY ts 1As].
Now, let (Zs)s∈{0,1,...,T} be the process defined in (3.8) and let (Z˜s)s∈{0,1,...,T} be the
process defined by setting Z˜s := EP[Zs | Fs] for each s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T}. Then we get that
EP
[
XrZ˜r 1As
]
= EP
[
XrZr 1As
]
=
∑
t∈{0,1,...,T}∪{∞}
EQt
[
XrY
t
r 1As
]
P[τ = t]
≤
∑
t∈{0,1,...,T}∪{∞}
EQt
[
XsY
t
s 1As
]
P[τ = t]
= EP
[
XsZs 1As
]
= EP
[
XsZ˜s 1As
]
.
Since by definition every Z˜s is Fs–measurable, the above inequality indeed shows that
(Z˜s)s∈{0,1,...,T} is a strictly positive supermartingale deflator for X under P. This com-
pletes the proof of Theorem 2.13.
Remark 3.9. The construction of the generalized supermartingale deflator (Zs)s∈{0,1,...,T}
in the proof of Theorem 2.13, see (3.8), shows that (Zs)s∈{0,1,...,T} is not only a strictly
positive generalized supermartingale deflator under P, but also simultaneously under
all Qt[ · ] := P[ · | τ = t] for t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T} ∪ {∞}. This observation turns out to be
important in the proof of Theorem 2.20.
3.2 Proof of the main results in continuous-time
3.2.1 Proof of Theorem 2.17
In this subsubsection we provide the proof of Theorem 2.17, which is essentially the
same as the one of Theorem 2.13.
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Proof of Theorem 2.17. First, note that the implication (ii) ⇒ (i) follows by the same
argument as, e.g., in the proof of Theorem 2.13. Hence we now show that the implication
(i)⇒ (ii) holds.
To that end, for each t ∈ A we denote Qt[ · ] := P[· | τ = t]. Since (i) ensures
that the NUPBRs condition holds for each s ∈ [0, T ] under the measure P, and as
all Qt, t ∈ A, are absolutely continuous with respect to P, the market X satisfies the
NUPBRs condition for each s ∈ [0, T ] also under every Qt, t ∈ A. Moreover, since
{τ = t} = {Xs > 0,∀s < t}∩{Xt = 0}, we have similarly to the discrete-time case (3.2)
and (3.3), that for every t ∈ A,
∀s < t, s ∈ [0, T ], Qt[Xs > 0] = 1, (3.9)
and
∀s ≥ t, s ∈ [0, T ],∀X ∈ X , Qt[Xs = 0] = 1. (3.10)
Next, for each t ∈ A ∩ [0, T ], in view of (3.9) and (3.10) we have
(i) The market X contains a numéraire strictly before time t with respect to Qt ;
(ii) For all X ∈ X and r ≥ t, Qt[Xr = 0] = 1.
As a consequence, following the same line of arguments as in the discrete-time case
in Theorem 2.13, there exists a strictly positive, P-càdlàg generalized supermartingale
deflator Y t associated with Qt, such that (cf. (3.6))
∀s < t, Y ts = 1/f̂ ts, (3.11)
where f̂ ts ∈ clQt(Cs) is the “static deflator” (cf. Lemma 3.3) in clQt(Cs) with respect to
Qt, and
∀s ≥ t, Y ts = 1. (3.12)
Furthermore, if ∞ ∈ A, then by (3.9) we know that under the conditional measure Q∞
the market X contains a numéraire, and hence by [8, Theorem 2.3] there exists with
respect to Q∞ a strictly positive, Q∞-càdlàg generalized supermartingale deflator Y∞.
Now we define Zs :=
∑
t∈A Y
t
s 1{τ=t} for s ∈ [0, T ]. We claim that (Zs)s∈[0,T ] is a strictly
positive, P-càdlàg generalized supermartingale deflator. Indeed, since for all t ∈ A, Y ts
is strictly positive with respect to Qt, we have for any s ∈ [0, T ] that
P[Zs > 0] =
∑
t∈A
Qt[Zs > 0]P[τ = t]
=
∑
t∈A
Qt[Y
t
s > 0]P[τ = t]
=
∑
t∈A
P[τ = t] = 1,
Using the same argument we can also show that Z is P-càdlàg and that for all r < s in
[0, 1], X ∈ X , and As ∈ Fs,
EP
[
XrZr
XsZs
1As
]
≤ P[As],
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see also Step 2 in the proof of Theorem 2.13. This ensures that Z is indeed a strictly
positive, P-càdlàg generalized supermartingale deflator for X under P. This finishes the
proof for the non F-adapted case.
For the case where we additionally assume that the market is F-adapted, it remains
to show that we can construct a strictly positive, càdlàg (and not only P-càdlàg) super-
martingale deflator (i.e., F-adapted one). To that end, using the notations introduced
before, we can now, since the market is F-adapted, apply Lemma 3.6 to make sure
that each Y ts defined in (3.11) is Fs–measurable so that (Y ts )s∈[0,T ] is a strictly posi-
tive, P-càdlàg supermartingale deflator with respect to Qt. Consequently, the process
Zs =
∑
t∈A Y
t
s 1{τ=t}, s ∈ [0, T ], is a strictly positive, P-càdlàg supermartingale defla-
tor with respect to all Qt. Consider the process Z˜s := EP[Zs | Fs], s ∈ [0, T ]. Then
proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 2.13 we can show that XZ˜ satisfies the (usual)
supermartingale property under P for all X ∈ X . Therefore, it remains to show that Z˜
admits a càdlàg and F-adapted P-version. To that end, let X ∈ X be the generalized
numéraire. SinceXsZ˜s is a nonnegative P-supermartingale, Fatou’s lemma together with
the supermartingale property guarantees the right-continuity of the map s 7→ EP[XsZ˜s].
As F satisfies the usual conditions, a classical result from probability theory (see, e.g.,
[4, Theorem VI.4, p.69]) hence ensures that there exists a càdlàg P-version of Z˜X , say,
S = (Ss)s∈[0,T ]. Now we define a new strictly positive process Z ′ = (Z ′s)s∈[0,T ] by
Z ′s :=
Ss
Xs
1{Xs>0} + 1{Xs=0}, s ∈ [0, T ]. (3.13)
In view of the property (ii) of a wealth process in Definition 2.2, Xs(ω) = 0 implies that
Xr(ω) = 0 for all r ≥ s, which in turn implies the càdlàg property of s 7→ 1{Xs=0}.
Therefore, since S and X all have càdlàg paths, also Z ′ has càdlàg paths. Finally, for
any X ∈ X , as {Xt > 0} ⊆ {X t > 0} holds P–a.s., we have P–a.s. that
XtZ
′
t = Xt
St
Xt
1{Xt>0} = XtZ˜t 1{Xt>0} = XtZˆt.
This together with the supermartingale deflator property of Z˜ shows that Z ′ is indeed
a strictly positive, càdlàg supermartingale deflator for X .
3.2.2 Proof of Theorem 2.20
In this subsubsection we provide the proof of Theorem 2.20. To that end, let us first
argue why without loss of generality we may assume in its proof that both
A = ∅ (3.14)
and J = supp(L(τ)) = [0, T ], or equivalently,
∀ open interval J ⊆ [0, T ], L(τ)[J ] > 0. (3.15)
Indeed, recall that by assumption J = supp(L(τ))\A is not empty. Moreover, from the
proof of Theorem 2.17 we have seen that for each t ∈ A one can find a strictly positive,
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(P-)càdlàg (generalized) supermartingale deflator Y t for X with respect to P[ · | τ = t].
Then by pasting them together we can obtain a process ZA defined by
ZAs :=
∑
t∈A
Y ts 1{τ=t}, s ∈ [0, T ],
such that ZA it is a strictly positive, (P-)càdlàg (generalized) supermartingale deflator for
X under the conditional measure P[ · | τ ∈ A]. Now, denote by J1, . . . ,Jn the connected
component of J . If we can find for each Ji, i := 1, . . . , n, a strictly positive, (P-)càdlàg
(generalized) supermartingale deflator ZJi under the conditional measure P[ · | τ ∈ Ji],
then by the same pasting arguments as in the discrete case the process
Zs := Z
A
s 1A(s) +
n∑
i=1
ZJis 1Ji(s), s ∈ [0, T ],
will be a strictly positive, (P-)càdlàg (generalized) supermartingale deflator with respect
to P. Hence, in order to keep the notation short, we may indeed without loss of generality
assume for the rest of this subsubsection that (3.14) and (3.15) hold.
Let us first prove the simpler direction (ii) ⇒ (i) in Theorem 2.20.
Proof of (ii) ⇒ (i) in Theorem 2.20 with (3.14) and (3.15). By the same argument as,
e.g., in the proof of Theorem 2.13, we see that the existence of a strictly positive (gen-
eralized) supermartingale deflator Z implies that NUPBRs holds for each s ∈ [0, T ].
Now to see that also (i)(b) holds, note that by assumption there exist a countable
dense subset D ⊆ [0, T ] containing 0 and T and a strictly positive process Z∞ defined
on D with Z∞0 ≤ 1 such that for all r < u ∈ D
EQr,u
[XtZ∞t
X0Z
∞
0
]
≤ 1
for all X ∈ X under Qr,u, where we recall that Qr,u[ · ] = P
[ · | τ ∈ (r, u]], see Nota-
tion 2.19. Then, since we have X0 = 1, see Definition 2.2, the above inequality implies
that EQr,u [XtZ
∞
t ] ≤ 1. Hence, for any real number M > 0, the Markov inequality
implies that Qr,u[XtZ∞t ≥M ] ≤ 1/M . Consequently, we have for all X ∈ X , M > 0,
Qr,u
[
Xt ≥M
] ≤ Qr,u[XtZ∞t ≥ √M]+Qr,u[ 1Z∞t ≥ √M]
≤ 1√
M
+Qr,u
[
1
Z∞t
≥
√
M
]
.
Now, invoking (2.5), for any given ε > 0 we can findM large enough such that Qr,u[ 1Z∞t ≥√
M ] < ε holds uniformly over all X ∈ X and u > r ≥ t in D. Hence, by combining all
above estimates we can derive that
lim sup
M→∞
sup
r,u∈D,u>r≥t
sup
Xt∈Ct
Qr,u
[
Xt ≥M
]
= 0,
which is exactly the desired equation (2.4). This completes the proof of (ii) ⇒ (i) in
Theorem 2.20.
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The most technical part of this paper is to prove the implication (i) ⇒ (ii) in
Theorem 2.20. For the ease of notation, we will without loss of generality assume that
the set D in (i) of Theorem 2.20 satisfies the following:
D is the set of all dyadic numbers in [0, T ].
Moreover, we denote by Dk := {iT/2k : i := 0, 1, . . . , 2k} the collection of all k-th dyadic
numbers in [0, T ].
Indeed, a careful look through the proof shows that the only property we actually use
from the set of dyadic numbers D is that it is dense and that there exists an increasing
sequence of finite sets D0 ⊆ D1 ⊆ D2 ⊆ . . . with {0, T} ⊆ Di for each i satisfying
D = ⋃k∈NDk, which of course can be constructed for any countable dense subset D
which contains 0 and T .
Then, for every fixed k ∈ N and r ∈ Dk \{T}, we use Qkr [ · ] to denote the conditional
probability
Qkr [ · ] := P
[ · ∣∣ τ ∈ (r, r + T
2k
]
]
. (3.16)
Moreover, a crucial object in the proof will be for each t ∈ D the set
Bt := {k ∈ N : t ∈ Dk}. (3.17)
Then, note under Assumptions (3.14) and (3.15), Equation (2.4) implies that for all
t ∈ D,
lim sup
M→∞
sup
k∈Bt
sup
r∈Dk,r≥t
sup
Xt∈Ct
Qkr [Xt ≥M ] = 0. (3.18)
With these preparations, we are now able to prove the implications (i) ⇒ (ii) in Theo-
rem 2.20. Due to its technicality and length, we will divide the proof of the implication
(i)⇒ (ii) in Theorem 2.20 into five steps.
Proof of (i)⇒ (ii) in Theorem 2.20 with (3.14) and (3.15). First we note that the as-
sumption (3.14) implies that P[τ = ∞] = 0, which means that P[XT = 0] = 1. This in
turn implies that P[XT = 0] = 1 for all X ∈ X , meaning that the market has died out
at the terminal time T . Hence, it suffices to consider the market on the time interval
[0, T ).
Step 1 : (Local deflators on Dk). For each k, denote by X k := {(Xt)t∈Dk : X ∈ X}
the restriction of the market to the k-dyadic grid. To show that there exists for each k
a deflator (Zks )s∈Dk on X k with respect to each Qkr , r ∈ Dk \ {T}, we follow the proof of
Theorem 2.13. For a fixed k ∈ Dk and an r ∈ Dk \ {T}, we see from the definition of τ
in (2.3) and the definition of the conditional measure Qkr in (3.16) that
(i) The market X contains a numéraire on [[0, r]] under the conditional measure Qkr ;
(ii) For all X ∈ X and u ≥ r + T
2k
, Qkr [Xu = 0] = 1.
Since by assumption (i) NUPBRr holds for all r, we can obtain as in the discrete-time
case (see Theorem 2.13) a strictly positive generalized supermartingale deflator Y (k,r)s ,
s ∈ Dk, for X k with respect to Qkr . In particular, invoking the explicit construction of
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such Y (k,r), see (3.6) or (3.11) and (3.12), we know that (Y (k,r)s )s∈Dk , can be formulated
as
Y (k,r)s =
1
f̂
(k,r)
s
1{s≤r} + 1{s>r}, s ∈ Dk, (3.19)
where f̂ (k,r)s ∈ clQkr (Cs) is the static deflator in clQkr (Cs) with respect toQkr (cf. Lemma 3.3).
Now we can paste these “local deflators” over all r ∈ Dk \ {T} as in the discrete case
before. More precisely, using (3.19), we define the process (Zks )s∈Dk by setting for each
s ∈ Dk
Zks :=
∑
r∈Dk,r<T
Y (k,r)s 1{τ∈(r,r+ T
2k
]} =
∑
r∈Dk,s≤r<T
1
f̂
(k,r)
s
1{τ∈(r,r+ T
2k
]} + 1{τ≤s}. (3.20)
Following the arguments of Theorem 2.13 and Remark 3.9, we conclude that (Zks )s∈Dk
is a strictly positive generalized supermartingale deflator for X k with respect to P and
all Qkr , r ∈ Dk \ {T}. This means for all r ∈ Dk \ {T}, s < t ∈ Dk, As ∈ Fs, it holds
that
EP
[XtZkt
XsZks
1As
] ≤ P[As], EQkr[XtZktXsZks 1As] ≤ Qkr (As), (3.21)
which finishes Step 1 of the proof.
Step 2 : (Extension from Dk to D). In Step 1, we have obtained a sequence (Zk)k∈N
such that for each k, Zk is a strictly positive generalized supermartingale deflator for
X k under P and under all Qkr , r ∈ Dk \ {T}. Like for the discrete-case we did not
need the uniform boundedness assumption (2.4) in the construction of these Zk. In
Step 2, we want to construct a process ZD defined on D based on (Zk)k∈N such that
ZD satisfies certain strictly positive generalized supermartingale deflator properties for
XD := {(Xt)t∈D : X ∈ X} with respect to P and all Qkr , r ∈ Dk \ {T}, k ∈ N, cf.
Remark 2.22. To achieve this goal, the assumption (2.4) is crucial. To that end, let us
first start with some simple observations. Denote for each k ∈ N and r ∈ Dk \ {T} the
set
Akr :=
{
τ ∈ (r, r + T
2k
]
}
.
Now, let t ∈ D and consider k ∈ Bt, where Bt is defined in (3.17). For every r ≥ t these
Akr , r ∈ Dk\{T}, are pairwise disjoint, and we also have that
⋃
r≥t,r∈Dk\{T}A
k
r = {τ > t}
is disjoint from the set {τ ≤ t}. Moreover, for r ∈ Dk \ {T}, we have that
Ak+1r ∪Ak+1r+ T
2k+1
= Akr . (3.22)
Step 2.1 : (Boundedness of convex combinations of 1/Zk). For each t ∈ D, we claim
that the condition (2.4) (or more precisely condition (3.18)) implies that the convex hull
of 1
Zkt
, k ∈ Bt, denoted by
Kt := conv
{
1
Zkt
: k ∈ Bt
}
(3.23)
is P-bounded. Note that since every (Zk) is a strictly positive generalized supermartin-
gale deflator for X k under P and t ∈ Dk, we have by definition that Zkt > 0 holds P–a.s.;
in particular, 1
Zkt
is well defined.
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Now, in view of (3.20) and the disjointness relation between Akr , r ≥ t, and {τ ≤ t},
we see that
1
Zkt
=
∑
r∈Dk,t≤r<T
f̂
(k,r)
t 1Akr
+ 1{τ≤t}, (3.24)
where f̂ (k,r)t ∈ clQkr (Ct) is the static deflator in clQkr (Ct) with respect toQkr (cf. Lemma 3.3).
Now we fix an ε > 0 and consider λ 1
Zkt
+ (1 − λ) 1
Zk+1t
for any λ ∈ [0, 1]. By (3.24) and
(3.22) we have
λ
1
Zkt
+ (1− λ) 1
Zk+1t
=
∑
r∈Dk,t≤r<T
(
λf̂
(k,r)
t + (1− λ)f̂ (k+1,r)t
)
1Ak+1r
+
∑
r∈Dk,t≤r<T
(
λf̂
(k,r)
t + (1− λ)f̂
(k+1,r+ T
2k+1
)
t
)
1Ak+1
r+ T
2k+1
+ 1{τ≤t}.
(3.25)
Moreover, since Qk+1r ≪ Qkr and Qk+1r+ T
2k+1
≪ Qkr holds for all r ∈ Dk \ {T}, and Ct is
convex, we have
λf̂
(k,r)
t + (1− λ)f̂ (k+1,r)t ∈ clQk+1r (Ct),
λf̂
(k,r)
t + (1− λ)f̂
(k+1,r+ T
2k+1
)
t ∈ clQk+1
r+ T
2k+1
(Ct),
which together with Lemma 3.1 allows us to use the uniform boundedness condition (3.18)
to find an M > 1 independent of k ∈ Bt, r ∈ Dk, and λ ∈ [0, 1] such that both
Qk+1r
[
λf̂
(k,r)
t + (1− λ)f̂ (k+1,r)t ≥M
]
≤ ε,
Qk+1
r+ T
2k+1
[
λf̂
(k,r)
t + (1− λ)f̂
(k+1,r+ T
2k+1
)
t ≥M
]
≤ ε.
(3.26)
Now, denote
h
(k+1,r)
t := λf̂
(k,r)
t + (1− λ)f̂ (k+1,r)t ,
h
(k+1,r+ 1
2k+1
)
t := λf̂
(k,r)
t + (1− λ)f̂
(k+1,r+ T
2k+1
)
t .
(3.27)
Then (3.25) and (3.26) together with the observation that on {τ ≤ t} one has Zkt =
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Zk+1t = 1, ensures for such M > 1 that for all k ∈ Bt
P
[
λ 1
Zkt
+ (1− λ) 1
Zk+1t
≥M] = P[{λ 1
Zkt
+ (1− λ) 1
Zk+1t
≥M} ∩ {τ > t}]
≤
∑
r∈Dk,t≤r<T
Qk+1r
[
h
(k+1,r)
t ≥M
]
P
[
Ak+1r
]
+
∑
r∈Dk,t≤r<T
Qk+1
r+ T
2k+1
[
h
(k+1,r+ T
2k+1
)
t ≥M
]
P
[
Ak+1
r+ T
2k+1
]
≤ ε
∑
r∈Dk,t≤r<T
(
P
[
Ak+1r
]
+ P
[
Ak+1
r+ T
2k+1
])
≤ ε,
where for the last inequality we used that∑
r∈Dk,t≤r<T
(
P
[
Ak+1r
]
+ P
[
Ak+1
r+ T
2k+1
])
= P
[ ⋃
r≥t,r∈Dk\{T}
(Ak+1r ∪Ak+1r+ T
2k+1
)
]
≤ 1.
Since M > 1 was independent of k ∈ Bt, r ∈ Dk, and λ ∈ [0, 1], thanks to the uniform
boundedness condition (3.18), we can show the same result for any convex combination
of 1
Zkt
for k ∈ Bt, which gives the P–boundedness of the convex hull Kt defined in (3.23).
Step 2.2 : (An application of Komlos lemma). Let t ∈ D and consider the sequence
of nonnegative random variable (Zkt )k∈Bt , where Zk is the strictly positive generalized
supermartingale deflator for X k constructed in Step 1. We first claim that that the
convex set conv
{
Zkt : k ∈ Bt
}
is P-bounded. Indeed, for all k ∈ Bt, using the generalized
supermartingale property (with respect to P), see (3.21), we have
EP
[
X tZ
k
t
] ≤ 1.
Moreover, when considering any convex combinations Yt := λ1Z
k1
t + . . .+ λlZ
kl
t of Z
k
t ’s
for k1, . . . , kl ∈ Bt, we also have that
EP
[
X t Yt
] ≤ 1. (3.28)
This in turn implies that the convex hull conv
{
Zkt : k ∈ Bt
}
of all (Zkt )k∈Bt is P-bounded
on {X t > 0}. On the other hand, from (3.20) we see that Zkt = 1 on {τ ≤ t} for all
k ∈ Bt. Moreover, {X t = 0} ⊆ {τ ≤ t} holds as τ is the first hitting time of X at
0. Therefore, we have Zkt = 1 on {X t = 0} for all k ∈ Bt which ensures that also
Yt = 1 on {X t = 0} for any convex combination Yt := λ1Zk1t + . . . + λlZklt of Zkt ’s for
k1, . . . , kl ∈ Bt. This means that conv
{
Zkt : k ∈ Bt
}
= 1 on {X t = 0}, in particular it is
P-bounded also on {X t = 0}. Combining the two facts above together we can conclude
that the convex set conv
{
Zkt : k ∈ Bt
}
is indeed P-bounded. Now we can apply Komlos
lemma for nonnegative random variables, see [5, Appendix], to the sequence (Zkt )k∈Bt
to get a sequence of forward convex combinations of Zkt , k ∈ Bt, which is denoted by
fconvZkt , k ∈ Bt, such that (fconvZkt )k∈Bt converges to a nonnegative random variable
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Z∞t P–a.s. as k → ∞. The boundedness of conv
{
Zkt : k ∈ Bt
}
then guarantees that
Z∞t <∞ P–a.s.
Moreover, we just showed in Step 2.1 that the convex hull Kt of reciprocals of all
Zkt , see (3.23), is also P-bounded. Then, since the function (0,∞) ∋ x 7→ 1/x is convex,
we obtain that
1
λ1Z
k
t + . . .+ λlZ
k+l−1
t
≤ λ1 1
Zkt
+ . . .+ λl
1
Zk+l−1t
for any convex weights λj , j = 1, . . . , l, and consequently the sequence
(
1
fconvZkt
)
k∈Bt
is also P-bounded. Then since 1
fconvZkt
converges to 1Z∞t P–a.s., we have
1
Z∞t
< ∞, or
equivalently, Z∞t > 0 P–a.s.
We point out that in the above convergent sequence (fconvZkt )k∈Bt , where
fconvZkt = λ
k
1Z
k
t + . . .+ λ
k
l Z
k+l−1
t ,
these convex weights (λkj )j:=1,...l and the indices l ∈ N, may depend on t ∈ D, and hence
may vary when doing the above procedure separately for each t ∈ D. However, it turns
out in the later part of the proof that we would like to have for each s, t ∈ D joint convex
weights (and indices) such that both sequences of forward convex combintations with
respect to (Zks ) and (Z
k
t ) converge.
To see this, we first consider D0 := {0, T}. By Komlos lemma, we can find a sequence
of forward convex combinations of Zk0 , k ∈ N, which now is denoted by (fconv0Zk0 )k∈N,
such that it converges to a strictly positive, finite valued random variable Z∞0 P–a.s..
Then we apply Komlos lemma to the sequence (fconv0ZkT )k∈N, where (fconv0Z
k
T )k∈N
possesses the same forward convex combination form as in the sequence (fconv0Zk0 )k∈N,
but with Zk0 replaced by Z
k
T , to get a convergent sequence (fconvTZ
k
T )k∈N which consists
of forward convex combinations of (fconv0ZkT )k∈N, and converges to a strictly positive,
finite valued random variable Z∞T P–a.s.. Note that when using the convex combinations
appeared in (fconvTZkT )k∈N, the sequence (fconvTZ
k
0 )k∈N still converges to Z
∞
0 P–a.s.
Suppose now that for some n ∈ N we have already found a forward convex combi-
nations form fconv (2n−1)T
2n
such that for all t ∈ Dn, the sequence (fconv (2n−1)T
2n
Zkt )k∈Bt
converges to a strictly positive, finite valued random variable Z∞t P–a.s. as k → ∞.
Then we apply Komlos lemma to the sequence (fconv (2n−1)T
2n
Zk T
2n+1
)k∈B T
2n+1
to obtain a
forward convex combination subsequence (fconv T
2n+1
Zk T
2n+1
)k∈B T
2n+1
which is convergent
to a strictly positive, finite valued random variable Z∞T
2n+1
P–a.s. as k →∞. Notice that
the sequence (fconv T
2n+1
Zkt )k∈Bt still converges to Z∞t P–a.s. (as k → ∞) simultane-
ously for all t ∈ Dn ∪ { T2n+1 }. Repeating this argument for all t ∈ Dn+1 \ Dn we can get
a forward convex combination form fconv (2n+1−1)T
2n+1
such that (fconv (2n+1−1)T
2n+1
Zkt )k∈Bt
converges to Z∞t P–a.s. (as k →∞) simultaneously for all t ∈ Dn+1. Hence we can com-
plete this induction proof to see that our claim holds. More precisely, when denoting for
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any s, t ∈ D
ms,t := min{j ∈ N : s ∈ Dj} ∨min{j ∈ N : t ∈ Dj},
p(s, t) :=
(2ms,t − 1)T
2ms,t
,
we indeed obtained by the above procedure the desired property that
∀s, t ∈ D, lim
k→∞
(fconvp(s,t)Z
k
t ) = Z
∞
t and lim
k→∞
(fconvp(s,t)Z
k
s ) = Z
∞
s . (3.29)
We finish Step 2 by remarking that as each Zk is a generalized supermartingale deflator
for X k with respect to P, we have by definition that Zk0 ≤ 1 for all k ∈ N . This, in turn,
ensures that Z∞0 ≤ 1 holds as well.
Step 3: ( Generalized supermartingale property (GSP) on D).
Step 3.1: (GSP on D for P–expectations). Our goal in Step 3.1 is to show that for
all s < t in D and for all X ∈ X ,
EP
[
XtZ∞t
XsZ∞s
]
≤ 1. (3.30)
To that end, let t > s in D, k ∈ Bt ∩Bs (which means that s, t ∈ Dk) be fixed. We first
claim that for any X ∈ X and l ≥ 1,
EP
[
XtZ
k+l
t
XsZks
]
≤ 1. (3.31)
We first consider the case l = 1. Note that on the event {τ ≤ t} we have Xt = 0 and
hence by Remark 2.8, it remains to show that
EP
[
XtZ
k+l
t
XsZks
1{τ>t}
]
≤ 1. (3.32)
To that end, in view of the formula (3.24) for Zk and Zk+1 we have
XtZ
k+1
t
XsZks
1{τ>t} =
∑
r∈Dk,t≤r<T
(
Xt/f̂
(k+1,r)
t
Xs/f̂
(k,r)
s
1Ak+1r
+
Xt/f̂
(k+1,r+ T
2k+1
)
t
Xs/f̂
(k,r)
s
1Ak+1
r+ T
2k+1
)
, (3.33)
where f̂kt , f̂
k+1
t and f̂
(k+1,r+ T
2k+1
)
t are the corresponding static deflator for the closure
of Ct under the measure Qkr , Qk+1r , and Qk+1r+ T
2k+1
, respectively; the same holds when
replacing t by s. Moreover, by applying Lemma 3.6, we choose each f̂ (j,q)t , f̂
(j,q)
s , for
j = k, k + 1, q = r, r + T
2k+1
, above to be Ft and Fs–measurable, respectively.
Now, for a fixed r ∈ Dk with r ≥ t we observe that
EP
[
Xt/f̂
(k+1,r)
t
Xs/f̂
(k,r)
s
1Ak+1r
]
= E
Qk+1r
[
Xt/f̂
(k+1,r)
t
Xs/f̂
(k,r)
s
]
P[Ak+1r ]
= E
Q
k+1
r
[
Xt/f̂
(k+1,r)
t
Xs/f̂
(k+1,r)
s
f̂
(k,r)
s
f̂
(k+1,r)
s
]
P[Ak+1r ]
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Recall that in (3.21) we have shown that X/f̂ (k+1,r) is a generalized supermartingale
with respect to Qk+1r , i.e.,
E
Qk+1r
[
Xt/f̂
(k+1,r)
t
Xs/f̂
(k+1,r)
s
∣∣∣Fs] ≤ 1. (3.34)
So, as f̂
(k,r)
s
f̂
(k+1,r)
s
is Fs–measurable, we have
E
Q
k+1
r
[
Xt/f̂
(k+1,r)
t
Xs/f̂
(k+1,r)
s
f̂
(k,r)
s
f̂
(k+1,r)
s
]
≤ E
Q
k+1
r
[
f̂
(k,r)
s
f̂
(k+1,r)
s
]
. (3.35)
Also by recalling that a Qk+1r -version of f̂
(k+1,r)
s is the static deflator for clQk+1r (Cs)
with respect to Qk+1r , and that a Q
k
r -version of f̂
(k,r)
s satisfies that f̂
(k,r)
s ∈ clQkr (Cs) ⊆
cl
Qk+1r
(Cs), using that Qk+1r ≪ Qkr , we obtain that
E
Q
k+1
r
[
f̂
(k,r)
s
f̂
(k+1,r)
s
]
≤ 1.
Hence, from the above estimates we can conclude that
EP
[
Xt/f̂
(k+1,r)
t
Xs/f̂
(k,r)
s
1Ak+1r
]
≤ P[Ak+1r ].
Moreover, by replacing r with r + T
2k+1
, we obtain with the same arguments that
EP
[
Xt/f̂
(k+1,r+ T
2k+1
)
t
Xs/f̂
(k,r)
s
1Ak+1
r+ T
2k+1
]
≤ P
[
Ak+1
r+ T
2k+1
]
.
Combining the above two bounds together with (3.33) implies that
EP
[
XtZ
k+1
t
XsZks
1{τ>t}
]
≤
∑
r∈Dk,t≤r<T
(
P
[
Ak+1r
]
+ P
[
Ak+1
r+ T
2k+1
])
=
∑
r∈Dk,t≤r<T
P
[
Akr
]
≤ 1,
as we claimed in (3.32). Finally, for l ≥ 1, we can adapt the above proof using the
disjoint decomposition of Akr into A
k+l
r ∪ Ak+lr+ T
2k+l
. . . ∪ Ak+l
r+
(2l−1)T
2k+l
. Hence the claim is
proved.
Now for given s < t in D we fix k0 ∈ Bt ∩ Bs. Then for every k ≥ k0, the bound
(3.31) implies that
EP
[
Xt fconvp(s,t)Z
k
t
XsZ
k0
s
]
≤ 1.
Letting k → ∞, we obtain by Fatou’s lemma that EP
[
XtZ∞t
XsZ
k0
s
]
≤ 1. Then, by using the
convexity of the function (0,∞) ∋ x 7→ 1/x, we also have that
EP
[
XtZ∞t
Xsfconvp(s,t)Z
k0
s
]
≤ 1.
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Finally, by letting k0 →∞ we conclude that indeed for all s < t in D, for all X ∈ X ,
EP
[
XtZ∞t
XsZ∞s
]
≤ 1. (3.36)
Step 3.2 : (GSP on D for conditional expectations). In this step we claim that for
any s < t ∈ D and any X ∈ X the bound (3.36) also holds true for any conditional
probability Qk0q , k0 ∈ Bt ∩Bs, q ∈ Dk0 \ {T}, namely that
E
Q
k0
q
[
XtZ∞t
XsZ∞s
]
≤ 1. (3.37)
Indeed, to see this, observe first that if q ≤ t, then Xt = 0 under the measure Qk0q :=
P
[ · | τ ∈ (q, q+ T
2k0
]
]
and therefore using Remark 2.8 we see that (3.37) indeed holds in
that case. It hence remains to consider the case where q > t. Following the same line as
in Step 3.1, we first consider the quantity E
Q
k0
q
[
XtZ
k+1
t
XsZks
]
for some k ≥ k0 and let
Bq,k0,k :=
{
r ∈ Dk : r ∈ (q, q + T2k0 − T2k ]
}
.
In view of (3.33), we can use (3.34) derived in the last step together with the disjoint
decomposition Ak0q =
⋃
r∈Bq,k0,k
[
Ak+1r ∪Ak+1r+ T
2k+1
]
to check that
E
Q
k0
q
[
XtZ
k+1
t
XsZks
]
=
∑
r∈Bq,k0,k
(
E
Q
k+1
r
[
Xt/f̂
(k+1,r)
t
Xs/f̂
(k,r)
s
]
P[Ak+1r ]
P[A
k0
q ]
+ E
Q
k+1
r+ T
2k+1
[
Xt/f̂
(k+1,r+ 1
2k+1
)
t
Xs/f̂
(k,r)
s
] P[Ak+1
r+ T
2k+1
]
P[A
k0
q ]
)
≤
∑
r∈Bq,k0,k
(
P[Ak+1r ]
P[A
k0
q ]
+
P[Ak+1
r+ 1
2k+1
]
P[A
k0
q ]
)
= 1.
Finally, we can apply the same arguments used at the end of Step 3.1 to see first for
each fixed k ≥ k0 that EQk0q
[
XtZ∞t
XsZks
]
≤ 1, and then by considering forward convex com-
binations of denominators Zks that indeed the desired inequality (3.37) holds.
Step 4: (Supermartingale property).
Step 4.1: (Supermartingale property on D). Recall that by construction, see (3.21),
we have for every k ∈ N that the process (Zkt )t∈Dk is a strictly positive generalized
supermartingale deflator for X k with respect to P. Consequently, by the same arguments
as in the proof of Theorem 2.13, we see that the process
Z˜kt := EP
[
Zkt
∣∣Ft], t ∈ Dk, (3.38)
is a strictly positive supermartingale deflator for X k under the measure P. In particular,
it holds for all s < t ∈ Dk and X ∈ X that
EP
[
XtZ˜
k
t
∣∣Fs] ≤ XsZ˜ks .
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Now fix s < t in D. Then, observe that the above supermartingale property implies for
any k ∈ Bs ∩Bt that
EP
[
Xt fconvp(s,t)Z˜
k
t
∣∣∣Fs] ≤ Xs fconvp(s,t)Z˜ks . (3.39)
In addition, note that since the two sequences(
fconvp(s,t)Z˜
k
t
)
k∈Bs∩Bt and
(
fconvp(s,t)Z˜
k
s
)
k∈Bs∩Bt
consists of nonnegative random variables, we can find by Komlos lemma subsequences
of forward convex combinations consisting of members from
(
fconvp(s,t)Z˜
k
t
)
k∈Bs∩Bt and(
fconvp(s,t)Z˜
k
s
)
k∈Bs∩Bt which we denote by(
fconv
(2)
p(s,t)Z˜
k
t
)
k∈Bs∩Bt and
(
fconv
(2)
p(s,t)Z˜
k
s
)
k∈Bs∩Bt ,
such that they converge to some nonnegative random variables Z˜∞t and Z˜∞s P–a.s.,
respectively. Moreover, note that by Fatou’s lemma and (3.39), the supermartingale
property is preserved by this limiting procedure, as
EP
[
XtZ˜
∞
t
∣∣∣Fs] ≤ lim inf
k→∞
EP
[
Xt fconv
(2)
p(s,t)Z˜
k
t
∣∣∣Fs]
≤ lim inf
k→∞
Xs fconv
(2)
p(s,t)Z˜
k
s
= XsZ˜
∞
s .
Therefore, as s < t ∈ D was arbitrary, it remains to show that Z˜∞s and Z˜∞t are finite
and strictly positive to conclude that Z˜∞ is a strictly positive supermartingale deflator
for XD on D. We focus on time t as for s < t the argument is the same.
To see this, observe that since Z˜kt := EP[Z
k
t | Ft], we have that
fconv
(2)
p(s,t)Z˜
k
t = EP
[
fconv
(2)
p(s,t)Z
k
t
∣∣∣Ft].
Moreover, recall that in (3.29) of Step 2.2 we have found Z∞t which is finite and strictly
positive such that P–a.s.,
Z∞t = lim
k→∞
fconvp(s,t)Z
k
t .
This, as the P–almost surely type convergence is preserved by forward convex combina-
tions, ensures that P–a.s., also
Z∞t = lim
k→∞
fconv
(2)
p(s,t)Z
k
t .
As a consequence, we have by Fatou’s lemma that
EP
[
Z∞t
∣∣∣Ft] = EP[ lim
k→∞
fconv
(2)
p(s,t)Z
k
t
∣∣∣Ft]
≤ lim inf
k→∞
EP
[
fconv
(2)
p(s,t)Z
k
t
∣∣∣Ft]
= lim inf
k→∞
fconv
(2)
p(s,t)Z˜
k
t
= Z˜∞t .
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Since from Step 2.2 we know that Z∞t is strictly positive and so is its conditional
expectation EP[Z∞t | Ft], we can conclude thanks to the above inequality that indeed Z˜∞t
is also strictly positive. Finally, to see that Z˜t is finite, note that on {X t = 0} ⊆ {τ ≤ t},
we have Zkt = 1 for each k, see (3.20), which ensures that both Z
∞
t = 1 and Z˜
∞
t = 1 on
{X t = 0}. Moreover, since EP[XtZ˜∞t ] ≤ 1 holds, we have Z˜∞t < ∞ also on {X t > 0}.
This in turn shows that indeed Z˜t is finite and we can conclude that indeed (Z˜∞t )t∈D is
a strictly positive supermartingale deflator for XD := {(Xt)t∈D : X ∈ X} with respect
to P.
Step 4.2: (Supermartingale property on [0,T]). The extend (Z˜∞t )t∈D from D to [0, T ]
note that from the above step, we know that S := XZ˜∞ is nonnegative supermartingale
on D, hence by classical results, see for example [4, Theorem VI.2, p.67], we can extend S
from D to [0, T ]. Next, we can apply the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.17,
see (3.13), to indeed obtain a strictly positive adapted càdlàg process (Zt)t∈[0,T ] such
that XZ is a supermartingale under P for all X ∈ X .
Step 5: (A uniform bound for 1/Z∞). In the last step we show the uniform bound
(2.5) for 1Z∞t (for the dyadic case, the general case goes analogously), namely that for
each t ∈ D we have that
lim
M→∞
sup
k0∈Bt
sup
r∈Dk0
Qkr
[
1
Z∞t
≥M] = 0. (3.40)
To that end, fix t ∈ D and let k0 ∈ Bt, r ∈ Dk0 . Now, let (fconvtZkt )k∈Bt be any
sequence of forward convex combinations which converges to Z∞t P–a.s., see also Step 2.2
for its existence, and denote
fconvtZ
k
t := λ1Z
k
t + . . . λl+1Z
k+l
t
where λ1, . . . , λl+1 are the corresponding convex weights. Invoking the concrete formula
(3.20) of each Zkt and using a similar argument as in Step 2.1, see (3.25) and (3.27), but
with respect to the following partition Ak0r = ∪(2
k−k0−1)
i=0 ∪(2
l−1)
j=0 A
k+l
r+ iT
2k
+ jT
2k+l
of Ak0r , we
see that
1
A
k0
r
1
fconvtZkt
=
2k−k0−1∑
i=0
2l−1∑
j=0
h
(k+l,r+ i
2k
+ j
2k+l
)
t 1Ak+l
r+ iT
2k
+
jT
2k+l
,
where every h
(k+l,r+ i
2k
+ j
2k+l
)
t belongs to clQk+l
r+ iT
2k
+
jT
2k+l
(Ct). Therefore, we deduce from
the above identity that for any M > 0
Qk0r
[
1
fconvtZkt
≥M
]
= P
[
1
fconvtZkt
≥M ;Ak0r
] 1
P[Ak0r ]
=
2k−k0−1∑
i=0
2l−1∑
j=0
Qk+l
r+ iT
2k
+ jT
2k+l
[
h
(k+l,r+ i
2k
+ j
2k+l
)
t ≥M
] P[Ak+l
r+ i
2k
+
j
2k+l
]
P[A
k0
r ]
.
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Now, the uniform boundedness property (2.4) ensures for any given ε > 0 that there
exists an M > 0 such that for all j, k, l and r we have that
Qk+l
r+ iT
2k
+ jT
2k+l
[
h
(k+l,r+ i
2k
+ j
2k+l
)
t ≥M
]
≤ ε.
Combining this with the above equation ensures that for any such M > 0
Qk0r
[
1
fconvtZkt
≥M
]
≤ ε
2k−k0−1∑
i=0
2l−1∑
j=0
P
[
Ak+l
r+ i
2k
+
j
2k+l
]
P[A
k0
r ]
= ε.
By passing to the limit, we hence also get Qk0r
[
1
Z∞t
≥ M
]
≤ ε, which in turn indeed
implies (3.40) and finishes the proof.
Remark 3.10. Compared to supermartingale deflators, one cannot expect that the
convex combination of two generalized supermartingale deflators is again a generalized
supermartingale deflator. Therefore, we could not directly construct Z∞ from convex
combinations of generalized supermartingale deflators on Dk to obtain a generalized
supermartingale deflator on D.
3.2.3 Proof of Theorem 2.23
In this subsubsection we provide the proof of Theorem 2.23 and hence all the corre-
sponding assumptions are in force.
Proof. The implication (ii) ⇒ (i) follows by the same argument as in the proofs pre-
sented before, hence it remains to show the implication (i) ⇒ (ii). For the ease of
notation, we present the proof for the case that D consists of all the dyadic numbers on
[0, T ]. In the spirit of the last subsubsection, we define for any r ∈ Dk \ {T} here
Qkr [ · ] := P
[ · ∣∣ τ˜ ∈ (r, r + T
2k
]
]
.
Now observe first that thanks to the property of τ˜ , the market X contains a numéraire
under Qkr until time r and all elements in X vanish after time r+ T2k . Hence, using exactly
the same argument as in the proof of Step 1 in Theorem 2.20, we know that for each k
the process (Zkt )t∈Dk defined by
Zkt =
∑
r∈Dk,t≤r<T
1
f̂
(k,r)
t
1{τ˜∈(r,r+ T
2k
]} + 1{τ˜≤t}, t ∈ Dk,
is a strictly positive generalized supermartingale deflator for X k defined on Dk, where by
using Lemma 3.6 we pick f̂ (k,r)t to be an Ft–measurable Qkr -version of the static deflator
of clQkr (Ct). We claim that for each t ∈ D the set
Kt := conv
{
1
EP[Z
k
t |Ft]
: k ∈ Bt
}
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(recall that Bt := {k ∈ N : t ∈ Dk}) is P-bounded.
Indeed, to see this, note that for each k ∈ Bt the identity
1
Zkt
=
∑
r∈Dk,t≤r<T
f̂
(k,r)
t 1{τ˜∈(r,r+ T
2k
]} + 1{τ˜≤t},
Jensen’s inequality, and the Ft–measurability of every f̂ (k,r)t imply that
1
EP[Zkt | Ft]
≤ EP
[
1
Zkt
∣∣Ft] ≤ ∑
r∈Dk,t≤r<T
f̂
(k,r)
t EP
[
1{τ˜∈(r,r+ T
2k
]}
∣∣Ft]+ 1.
In addition, as by assumption τ˜ is independent of Ft, we have for all r ∈ Dk \ {T} that
EP
[
1{τ˜∈(r,r+ T
2k
]}
∣∣∣Ft] = P[τ˜ ∈ (r, r + T2k ]],
which implies that
1
EP[Zkt |Ft]
≤
∑
r∈Dk,t≤r<T
f̂
(k,r)
t P
[
τ˜ ∈ (r, r + T
2k
]
]
+ 1. (3.41)
Moreover, note that from Lemma 3.6 and Remark 3.7 we know that f̂ (k,r)t can be taken
from the P–closure of the solid hull of Ct. Furthermore, since Ct is convex, also its
solid hull and the closure of its solid hull are convex. This together with the estimate∑
r∈Dk,t≤r<T P
[
τ˜ ∈ (r, r + T
2k
]
] ≤ P[τ˜ > t] ≤ 1 shows that for each k ∈ Bt the term∑
r∈Dk,t≤r<T
f̂
(k,r)
t P
[
τ˜ ∈ (r, r + T
2k
]
]
belongs to the P-closure of the solid hull of Ct. Moreover, recall that the closure of the
solid hull of Ct is P-bounded thanks to the P-boundedness Ct, see Lemma 3.1, as by
assumption (i) NUPBRt holds for each t. Therefore, we can conclude from (3.41) that
indeed, the set
Kt := conv
{
1
EP[Z
k
t |Ft]
: k ∈ Bt
}
is P-bounded.
Next for each t ∈ D we apply Komlos lemma for the sequence EP[Zkt | Ft], k ∈ Bt, to
obtain a nonnegative limit Zt. Note that by the same argument as at the beginning of
Step 2.2 in the proof of Theorem 2.20, we see that the sequence EP[Zkt | Ft], k ∈ Bt, is
P-bounded, and hence Zt <∞ P-a.s.. Moreover, the above derived P-boundedness of Kt
ensures that 1Zt is also finite P–a.s., which means that Zt is strictly positive. Since for
every k, we have that EP[Zkt | Ft], t ∈ Dk, is a strictly positive supermartingale deflator,
so is any forward convex combination. This in turn ensures that (Zt)t∈D is a strictly
positive supermartingale deflator for XD under P on all dyadic numbers. Then, the
same argument as in Step 4.2 in the proof of Theorem 2.20 allows us to extend (Zt)
from D to [0, T ] such that it becomes a strictly positive, càdlàg supermartingale deflator
on [0, T ].
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4 Appendix
Let us provide the proof of the statement in Remark 2.5 and Lemma 2.6 that in the
presence of a numéraire, the property for a market to satisfy NUPBR does not depend
on the choice of the definition of the fork-convexity (between the one of Žitković [10]
and ours).
Proof of Lemma 2.6. First, if the fork convex hull of the market X satisfies NUPBR,
then so does X being a subset of its hull. On the other hand, suppose that X satisfies
the NUPBR condition. We need to show that the fork-convex hull taken with respect
to our notion also satisfies NUPBR. Note that by classical arguments (see, e.g., the
beginning of the proof of Theorem 2.13) it suffices to prove the existence a strictly
positive (generalized) supermartingale deflator for the fork-convex hull to guarantee
that it satisfies NUPBR.
To that end, observe that since by assumption X is F–adapted and is fork convex in
the sense of Žitković [10] which is also used in Kardaras [8], we can apply his result [8,
Theorem 2.3], to guarantee the existence of a strictly positive supermartingale deflator
Z for X . We claim that Z is also a strictly positive supermatingale deflator with respect
to the fork-convex hull of X . To see this, let X1,X2,X3 ∈ X and let X be defined as
in (2.1). Then we have for t ≥ s and A ∈ Fs that
EP
[
XtZt
XsZs
∣∣∣Fs] = EP[1A[(X2tX2s X1s)1{X2s>0}+X1t 1{X2s=0}]ZtX1sZs
∣∣∣∣Fs]
+ EP
[
1Ac
[(X3t
X3s
X1s
)
1{X3s>0} +X
1
t 1{X3s=0}
]
Zt
X1sZs
∣∣∣∣Fs].
For the first term on the right-hand-side of the above equation, we can use the facts
that XiZ are generalized supermartingales for i = 1, 2, and that {X2s ≥ 0}, {X2s = 0}
are Fs–measurable to obtain that
EP
[
1A
[(
X2t
X2s
X1s
)
1
{X2s>0}
+X1t 1{X2s=0}
]
Zt
X1sZs
∣∣∣∣Fs]
= EP
[
X2t Zt
X2sZs
∣∣∣Fs]1A 1{X2s>0} + EP[X1t ZtX1sZs ∣∣∣Fs]1A 1{X2s=0}
≤ 1A 1{X2s>0} + 1A 1{X2s=0}
= 1A.
Similarly, we can show that the second term on the right-hand-side of the above equation
is bounded by 1Ac, and hence we get
EP
[
XtZt
XsZs
∣∣∣Fs] ≤ 1.
This in turn, ensures that Z is indeed a strictly positive supermartingale deflator for
the fork convex hull of X , which is sufficient to guarantee that the fork convex hull of X
satisfies NUPBR. For more details we refer readers to the proof of [10, Proposition 3].
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